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Kunle Adebajo talks about journalism, the
guts and grit it takes and his suggestions for
a better journalism practice
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How startups can keep their heads above
water pending funding from investors

HOW TO CUT THROUGH THE
SOCIAL MEDIA NOISE
Create content that turn passersby into diehard loyal fans and customers.

Hello Kunle, please introduce yourself to us, and tell us 3 interesting
facts people do not know about you
Hello. Well, I am a journalist every day, satirist on the days I feel funny,
and poet on the days I’m sad. Currently, I serve as the Investigations
Editor at HumAngle where I report and edit stories related to conflict,
development, and humanitarian issues. I’m also founder and editorin-chief of Punocracy. I graduated from the Law Faculty at the
University of Ibadan a couple of years back. Oh, and I am still trying to
get my transcript.
I really do not like this ‘facts people don’t know about you question.’
One, I don’t have them written somewhere (maybe I should start
doing that). Two, if there’s something people don’t know about me,
they probably shouldn’t anyway. Haha. Okay. First, I like to hoard crisp
notes -- because apparently they are a rare commodity in Nigeria,
but I eventually spend them on silly things -- or essential things when I
go broke. Second, I do not partake in the slander of any food, except
shawarma. I suspect that people who like shawarma need therapy,
because the thing is just slime and miscellaneous wrapped in bread.
Third, I don’t watch football or read soccer news. Occasionally, I want
to start just to be able to have one more topic I can contribute to in
the company of other humans, but I feel I’m already lagging by plenty
years. Too lazy and honestly too couldn’t-give-a-hoot to catch up.
Fingers crossed though.
So you have a law degree, that’s really admirable. Did studying law
in any way contribute to you deciding to pursue journalism or had it
been something you always wanted to do?

As a kid, my intention had always been to either study Law or Mass
Communication, in that order. I did not have any role models – none
of my close relatives was a lawyer or journalist as far as I could tell. But
I loved playing with words and learning about them. I loved writing,
speaking, and presenting. I also enjoyed arguing with people and
persuading them see things from my perspective. Whenever there
were opportunities to participate in writing or debate competitions, I
was always eager to try. I even threw my hats in for a national spelling
bee once. I figured, with my interests and skills, I would fit in in the legal
or media industry. It just happened that the school considered me
smart enough to easily gain admission into Law. But as soon as I was
in, I joined my hall’s press organisation as well as the Union of Campus
Journalists. So, as I was learning Latin Maxims, Torts, and Criminal
Defences in class, I was also reporting campus events, writing op-eds,
and learning the ethics of journalism. Eventually, upon graduation, I
had two solid career paths laid before me.
Did you have go through any professional learning process before
becoming a journalist or everything was just hinged on your writing
prowess?
The secondary school I attended did not have any press club. But,
luckily, I was an active member of the Union of Campus Journalists
back at UI. That meant I had access to a bunch of training
programmes, facilitated by both senior colleagues at the university
and professional journalists. I was one of the beneficiaries of a
workshop organised by the Premium Times Centre for Investigative
Journalism (now Centre for Journalism Innovation and Development).
Afterwards, the same organisation flew me to Abuja for a more
advanced version of the training. So I’d had a lot of opportunities that
had not only empowered me with the necessary writing and reporting
skills but also instilled the profession’s ethics and values in me. Since
becoming a journalist, I’ve had even more opportunities to sharpen
my capacity.

It’s interesting how there’s so much that
happens behind-the-scenes before you get to
put a piece that can be digested in less than
10mins. What would you say is the most
challenging part of your work and how do you
navigate it?
Sometimes, the field investigation is clearly more
challenging.
Sometimes,
the
writing
and
production is more challenging. Sometimes, they
are equally challenging. There are precautionary
measures I take while reporting to minimise risks,
but ultimately you can’t totally get over the feeling
of danger and the knowledge that “anything may
happen”. Even if you forget, the environment, the
fixer, the people you are interviewing will remind
you. But it is not all stories that are considerably
risky to tell. When it comes to writing, I try to cover
a diverse range of issues in order to dilute the
seriousness my job as a conflict-reporter
naturally carries. Sometimes, there’s really nothing
to navigate. You just have to blindly believe in your
abilities enough to keep writing, to keep bleeding
on the keyboard until the lines on the screen pass
a message and are good enough to be read by
others. But then again, I try to enjoy the process. I
like breathing life into interviews. I anticipate and
savour the thrill of the elegant sentence, the sexy
headline, or the perfect paragraph.
If you had the power to change anything about
journalism and the press in general, in Nigeria,
what would it be?
I wish journalists were paid more and there was
more funding available for people interested in
doing long-form, investigative journalism. There
are so many stories we are not telling, and the
ones we do tell can be reported in astoundingly
better and more creative ways. But the people
who are going to do that need to be
compensated and supported adequately. This
requires media executives to rethink what media
business should look like and to seek more
innovative and sustainable means of growing.
Otherwise, we will continue to do the barest
minimum, brilliant journalists will continue to jump
fences into PR and better-paying roles, and the
industry will remain stagnant, missing out on
incredible,
incredible
opportunities.
Media
organisations need to collaborate more too; that’s
the only way to genuinely make impact beyond
simply documenting the atrocities bedevilling the
country.
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We understand that your profession sometimes
comes with having to step on people’s toes;
powerful ones at times, have you ever been
scared of writing any story or making any
publication?
Not at all. The only person who should be scared is
someone who is afraid they might have defamed
someone in the report or a journalist who has not
double-checked their claims or a journalist who
had made the grievous error of not balancing
their story. Thankfully, I have never had to draft a
story and not publish it because of safety
concerns or external pressure. Sometimes the
drama that follows a report is that a journalist
needs to continue writing, because it means
people are reading, that those who wield power
and are using it wrongly are feeling embarrassed.
An investigative journalist should never be scared
to step on toes, as long as they are guided by
ethics and not selfish, narcissistic interests.
What are your three favorite pieces or stories
you’ve ever written?
As The Desert Stretches, So Does Nigeria’s FarmerHerder Crisis; because of the rigour and internewsroom collaboration that went into the
project, the topical intersections, and the fact that
it is the first report by a Nigerian newsroom that
will have metaverse exhibition.
Pushed Beyond Borders; because it was my first
cross-border investigation.
And there’s also the The Deradicalised and
Displaced by Bandits series, some of the most indepth serialised reporting I’ve done on any
subject.
To someone inspired by you to give a career in
Journalism a shot, what is that thing you think
that keep them going?
Be curious. Be hungry. Be different. Read widely.
Pitch frequently. Write constantly. Aim high. No
story is too small; no story is too ambitious.
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just
before
you hang
your boots
B O O T S T R A P
Look around you! It is certain that there are tons of small businesses and start-ups all
over. The dormant ones, the very active ones, the ones on the brink of hitting that
jackpot and the ones that have not even launched out yet because they are still waiting
to get that seed funding before anything magical can happen.
Some of these businesses are born out of passion, the need to make extra cash and
even the drive to build something that can sustain itself and create wealth. However,
irrespective of whatever reasons, only the motivation and zeal is guaranteed, not the
funding.

WHAT IS BOOTSTRAPPING?
Before we dive into the technical meaning of the
word, let’s engage it in the literal sense. To
bootstrap sounds like lacing your boots very tight,
to leave no lose ends, it is glued to your feet.
Bootstrapping according to userguiding.com is a
term used to describe a situation in which an
entrepreneur launches a business with minimal
money and no outside money. The entrepreneur
probably starts up with his own savings and later
on, the funds that come from sales. If you’ve ever
wondered
what
going
all
out
means,
bootstrapping is a perfect example because the
entrepreneur does not get any external
investment.
WHAT
YOU
BOOTSTRAPPING

SHOULD

KNOW

BEFORE

•

NOT EVERY BUSINESS OR START-UP CAN BE
BOOSTRAPPED: This probably doesn’t sound
like what is expected but it is important that
many entrepreneurs understand this concept.
Except you are wealthy, there are some
businesses that cannot just thrive on
bootstrapping. These are mostly businesses
that require a lot resources to thrive or their
products are not easily accessible. Before you
proceed to bootstrap your business, ponder on
whether it is suitable for bootstrapping or not.

•

IT
REQUIRES
LOW
ENTRANCE
COST:
bootstrapping is inexpensive and it makes it
very easy to kick-off a business. However, it
requires a high level of efficiency in dealing
with the costs of the day-to-day running of the
business. This, in the long run leads to creating
a lean business model just in the bid to get by.

•

YOUR FOCAL POINT IS GROWING THE BUSINESS:
the energy you’re meant to exert to look for
investors and funding is channeled into sales
and product development. It compels you to
create a financial structure for the business
such as, trade finance, asset re-financing and
factoring. This sets the foundation for getting
investors later on because investors prefer to
support businesses that have been endorsed
by their founders.
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•

•

•

•

YOU ARE THE DECISION MAKER: as a founder, your
control and stock over the firm does not change
neither does it reduce because only you invest in the
company. Founders are bosses over themselves and
they are saddled with making all the important
growth and operational decisions. They ensure the
progress of the business in line with the initial goals
and visions. The bonus is that they also get to keep
the revenue when it starts to flow in. However, there
are risks when there is more than one founder
involved. There might be difficulties among the
founders in equity. This happens when there is an
imbalance amongst the founders in terms of
invested cash, time commitments or experience. It
may lead to difficulty and delays in making decisions
which, if not managed properly may lead to the
downfall of such business. Therefore, where there is
more than one founder, it is advisable to incorporate
a limited liability company in order to avoid mixing
business funds and personal funds. It is also
recommended to keep proper records of funds
supplied by the founders.
LACK OF CAPITAL AND CASH FLOW MIGHT POSE
PROBLEMS: a firm or business that wants to
bootstrap has to create the capital it needs, if not,
the business might experience difficulties. More so,
expansion might seem very unreachable especially
when exorbitant funds are required for that to
happen.
FAILURE IS ALWAYS THE RISK: starting your business
out on your own funds poses lots of risks and
possible losses or failures along the line. The lack of
money and proper profit structure leads to many
businesses failing. Also, starting your business alone
means you have to spend long hours to keep it
running because employing other staff might not be
an option and there is mostly never any monetary
reward at the scratch. You are only restricted to your
abilities and skills and the lot of other loved ones that
may be of help. It is a lot of responsibility to shoulder,
so, you might want to consider it properly.

WHEN IS IT OKAY BOOTSTRAP YOUR START-UP?
• When You can easily furnish the Capital: there are
some businesses that do not require so much capital
to start out. They are capable of launching small and
then, gradually expanding. If your intended business
is such, then, go for it. However, equipping yourself
with the necessary knowledge for profit structuring
and management will set you apart and ensure the
business keeps running.
•

•

When You want to take control: sometimes, it is
difficult to share control with other individuals due to
the fear of giving up the initial vision and mission of
the company. Therefore, it is great for the company
to be well-established to a point where the vision is
right on track. That way, when the investors finally
show up, it will not be cumbersome to keep the vision
going.
When Your Business is not yet Investable: if you are
just starting out, your business might be new or your
products might not yet be convincing enough to
attract investors. In order not to get lost in the crowd
or chase empty dreams, it is safer to build your
business to a presentable extent before bringing in
investors.

•

When You are uncertain: most times, businesses
and start-ups commence based off ideas, ideas that
may not have properly developed. This is not a crime
but it means you might want to take some time out
to gain clarity, organize your thoughts, the values you
want to offer and allow your growth to be organic.
This is to avoid pouring out your ideas hurriedly to the
investors without a structure or a vision in sight.

HOW TO POSITION YOURSELF TO BE ATTRACTIVE TO
INVESTORS.
Bootstrapping does not mean launching out and just
running blindly. This will only result in burn-outs. If you
really intend to nail an investor, then you have to play
the part by positioning your business for such. Here are
some of the ways to go about that below:
•

BE IN THE SPOTLIGHT: the best investment you can
make in your business is to give it the necessary
visibility. Get on social media, create a website or
blog, be in peoples’ faces. Make sure to be easily
reachable such that if a potential investor searches
your name or your business, there will be more than
enough information available to them. Whatever
information you provide should highlight unique
strengths and the value your business or start-up
offers.

•

HAVE CLEAR GOALS: many investors want to know
what value your start-up is going to offer the world.
This is where you need to ask yourself why your
business exists in the first place. Is it something
crucial? Is it something relevant? Does it solve
problems and addresses pain points? It is only when
you can comfortably answer these questions that
you can efficiently communicate them to potential
investors.

•

HAVE A STRATEGIC PLAN THAT SHOWS GROWTH:
believable, actionable strategic plans that shows
significant
growth
always
excites
investors.
Therefore, make ambitious, yet, reasonable plans.
Your investors when you are sugarcoating or trying
to overshoot on the business potential.

•

REBUT POSSIBLE OBJECTIONS: when you are trying to
get an investor, you do not want to leave any stones
unturned. Therefore, project the possible reasons
why an investor might not want to invest. Then, find
rebuttals or convincing responses to tackle their
reservations and uncertainties. Preparation for areas
like this always gives you an edge.

•

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS: a huge turn-off for investors
is lack of understanding of numbers and unrealistic
speculations. Therefore, it is advisable that you know
your metrics and you place them front and center in
your pitch deck.

•

LEARN ON THE GO: continue to keep yourself abreast
of trends in your industry and the target market your
product is designed for. Acquaint yourself with the
latest news and trends. You do not want your
investor schooling you when you are meant to be the
one enlightening them to your business or field.

fishing
for your
audience

Growing your brand with content; separating
men from the boys

Content marketing is the strategic development of text, graphics, audio, or
video that communicates a relevant and compelling message to your
audience, consumer or prospect while also paving the road for a sale, a
relationship and building a community. There's more to growing your brand
with the appropriate content than meets the eye. Now let’s get right into the
tips.

Written by Feranmi Abodunrin
Director, Oyemaja.Law
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Tejumola is depressed.
He’s keen to grow his brand and switch up his content game.
He loves creating content.
But sometimes he hates creating content.
The entire process of marketing content that resonates with a brand’s target
audience feels complicated, muddled up, and is very frustrating. UGHH!
Is there an easier way to build a brand with the right content?
Well, yes, to some extent.
Everyone has joined the social media marketing frenzy and there are
competitors all over the place. Of course, standing out with a unique brand
voice especially when just starting out is often a messy process.
However, learning how to adopt some tips can help streamline your content
marketing process, take away some frustrations and help you achieve great
results.
Shall I explain?

Recognize your target audience
With your content, who are you hoping to reach? On each of the content
creation platforms you'll be employing, who are the target demographics?
What kinds of content should those demographics and marketing channels
be seeing? Who exactly needs your product and services? These are the
questions you need to ask yourself and find answers to for your content to
grow your brand. You are into comedy and you keep posting your skits on
LinkedIn, haha, this is even a joke by itself. Everyone knows LinkedIn to be an
employment-oriented, professional networking and career development
platform. So how exactly do you want to build a brand there? 90% will not be
interested in your content. Your content strategy becomes inefficient when
you pitch them where you do not have an audience. The foundation of a
brand is truly knowing your audience because this is what sparks organic
growth. Simply go where you are wanted.
Research your competitors
You need to thoroughly understand the market. Who are your current
competitors? Almost all businesses are saturated and there is no way you will
not have competitors. How then do you go about recognizing your
competitors?
• Google your product or service category and analyze the direct and
indirect competitors that come up.
• Check out posts that relate to your audience and study their conversations
and recommendations.

Engage people who are part of your target audience and ask them what
brands they engage in your space. You can conduct this using polls,
Google forms and questionnaires.
• Run a background check on relevant social media accounts or pages your
target audience follows and are receptive to.
For you to be a MAN and be separated, you need to beat the boys… and for
you to beat the boys, you need to know them. That way, you can analyze their
strengths and weaknesses and adopt lessons learnt for your own brand.
•

Be people oriented
It is called “social” media for a reason. You are establishing relationships, not
just selling, telling your audience about your services or just passing your
message across. For your content to grow your brand, you do not just dump it
on your audience and vanish into thin air. You need to be present. Social
media requires interacting with followers and building a passionate audience.
Ways to achieve this includes dishing out relevant and relatable contents,
replying comments, answering direct messages, holding live virtual events,
being empathetic with your audience, getting to know your audience on a
personal level and so much more. You just have to focus on the entire
customer journey.

hard. Sustaining an audience is hard. It demands a consistency of thought, of
purpose and of action over a long period of time.”

When you keep showing up, it helps shape your audience’s thoughts about
your brand and helps create a strong, positive perception of your brand in
their minds. Similarly, consistency allows for easier measurements of
progress. It helps you compare data and know how you can serve your
audience better. Building a brand takes long-term execution. So, stop looking
for shortcuts and put in the work.

Written by Feranmi Abodunrin
Director, Oyemaja.Law

Be consistent
There’s no cheat code to building a brand. Playing the long game wins.
Nothing is more effective than consistency when it comes to making your
brand stand out. In the words of Bruce Springsteen, “Getting an audience is

O Y E M A J A

Craft the right content
How do you make your ideas easier to perceive, easier to understand and
easier for the audience to share? It simply boils down to how you structure
your content. Be it text, graphics, audio or video, your content needs to
command attention. Make use of headlines that convert and attract. Don’t be
a bore. Hook the audience with a story, some humor or some fascinating fact.
Focus on a single point while employing proven writing techniques. At the end,
make use of a very clear specific call to action that explains to the audience
what the next step to take is. For all other tips to work, this has to work first
because it is of utmost importance.

E X E C U T I V E S

Give them value
For your brand to stand out, you have to offer some value. Provide useful
information that solves a problem your audience cares about. There's a good
chance your product or service isn't the only one of its kind. There are
hundreds of ads being run daily about the same thing you are into. Do
something different that your competitors are not doing. Clearly explain how
your product or service fills a need, communicate the specifics of its added
benefit, and state the reason why it's better than similar products and
services on the market. Be appealing to your audience. Remain confident
about what you have to offer and watch how you grow.

Wrap up
I can’t tell you content creation and marketing is easy. But when you learn the
ropes, dishing out content for your brand becomes more exciting and you will
experience growth. Your content should do these three things; move your
audience, have a spark and earn your audience’s attention. When it has done
these three, then you have won.
Alexa, play Tick Tick Boom by Sage the Gemini;

“It's go, go, go, go, go, go, go time
Tick, tick, boom
We're bringin' the noise
Oh, baby, we bringin' out toys
Separate men from the boys”

The idea was to cut through the noise but now you ARE BRINGING THE NOISE,
STANDING OUT and STAYING ON TOP OF YOUR GAME with your content strategy.

Feranmi Abodunrin
Director, Oyemaja.Law
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